Abstract. Engineering geometric models are often designed to have symmetries and other regularities. In knowledge based reuse, creative design and design for mass customization, to have the information of such symmetries and other regularities from a geometric model is very useful. And this can make us understand more about the geometric model. In reverse engineering, B-rep models are created by fitting surfaces from point sets obtained by scanning an object using a 3D laser scanner. Each fitted surface is determined independently. The reverse engineered object can be improved by imposing these symmetries and other regularities on. This paper discusses the particular problem of finding partial approximate symmetries present in geometric model. A practical algorithm for finding partial approximate symmetries within a 3D B-rep model defined with planes, spheres, cylinders, cones and tori is presented. The experiment results show that the algorithm detects the symmetries expected and can do so reasonably.
Introduction
In knowledge-based reuse, we want to manage and sort the current geometric models for future reuse or represent [1] . We need to have the geometric information and others from the model as much as we can. In creative design, we have to search similar designed models first and then create new models based on them [2] . In mass customization, the designer should only design a new part when there is no such part or a similar one available [3] . In these cases, the information of symmetries and other regularities of the geometric model can be very helpful to the designers. To get such information, we need to detect the symmetries and other regularities from the geometric models. In reverse engineering, due to the response of the algorithms to noise in the data and the fact that the faces are fitted individually, even if a perfect cube is scanned, the resulting faces and edges are not typically parallel or orthogonal. Such model can be improved, for example, by adjusting it so that it, or component parts of it, becomes exactly symmetrical where they were only approximately so before, by lining up parts that lie in almost the same direction, and by making repeated features exactly congruent. To be able to enforce describe regularities on the model, we must also detect them first.
In this paper, we consider the problem of detecting partial approximate symmetries [4] . By partial, we mean that only parts of the object may display a given symmetry. By approximate, we mean that errors in the model of the object cause individual vertices, edges and faces to be slightly different from those expected if the object displayed exact (partial) symmetry. The method we propose seeks out maximal partial symmetries, i.e. largest parts of the object which are symmetrically related to each other. The approximate symmetry detection method (called Freg in this paper) which was developed by Mills et al. is used as a component to detect the approximate symmetry of point sets [5] . In our algorithm, we calculate the approximate symmetry of points set of faces only using the second stage of Freg. We assume that the models which were used in our algorithm are B-rep models.
Many researchers have considered exact 3D symmetry detection. Jiang et al. presented a simple and efficient ge neral algorithm for determining both rotational and involutional symmetries of polyhedra [6] . Minovic et al. used an octree representation to find the symmetry of a 3D object and showed the results for synthetic objects [7] . These researchers show that polyhedra symmetry can be determined in three dimensions in O(nlog(n)) time (where n is the number of vertices) by using the symbolic sorting algorithms. However, in practice, these results do not transfer to the approximate case because they require the ability to tell locally whether one point can be mapped to another. In the approximate case the decision has to be a global one based on the behavior of the entire object [8] [9] [10] .
Little work has been done on partial symmetry detection up to now. Parry-Barwick developed the methods that can detect the partial symmetry of two-dimensional models with components constructed from straight degrees or polynomial curves [11] . This method has the disadvantage of being computationally intensive. Tate [12] described an implementation of an algorithm for determining partial symmetries. Her idea is to match every pair of edge loops and find the isometries that relate the two, and then to group these isometries according to their similarity. Tate's algorithm determines partia l symmetries mainly based on matching of loop properties, loop area and number of edges. The input is a B-rep model and the output is a set of symmetry entities, which include symmetry planes and symmetry axes. However, our algorithm not only takes face, loop and edge properties, but also considers vertices and others. Tate's algorithm is not intended to handle partial approximate symmetry.
Partial Approximate Symmetry Detection Algorithm
The aim of the algorithm is to find partial approximate symmetries from a given 3D model. There are two stages in the algorithm and both the two stages will call the Freg method to compute approximate symmetry of sets of points. Running Freg often leads to high memory costs and slow performance, especially for more complex face groups. To avoid running Freg unnecessarily to decide if two faces are symmetric, we call the face_loop_edge method to check whether faces can potentially be symmetric first, and reject the ones that cannot. For example, if one face is a planar and the other face is a cylinder, the two faces can be marked as asymmetric at once and no further calculation is needed. If the faces are compatible, we need to choose "key points" according to the type of faces which are sufficient to guarantee that the "key points" have a given symmetry by using the keypoints_checking method.
Keypoints_checking Method--Assessing Symmetry of Faces From a Set of Points. The object of this method is to calculate the symmetry of two given faces. The symmetry analysis of a B-rep model, made of faces, edges, and vertices can be done by calculating certain "key points" from each face of the geometric model. In the following, we assume the cylindrical faces, conical faces, spherical faces and toroidical faces are incomplete in the model, because their complete surfaces are easy to detect. We also assume the intersected curves are 2D curves in the following cases.
• Planar Faces: If all the edges are straights for each loop, we just simply collect all the end points of each edge directly as the "key points". If there are curves in the loops, we not only collect both the end points of each edge, but also have to get one more point for each curve as the "key points". The one point on the curve could be the furthest point from both end points of the curve.
• Cylindrical Faces and Conical Faces: A cylinder is a special case of a cone where the radius at the base and the radius at the top are identical. So for cylindrical faces or conical faces, we collect both the end points of each end curve and one more point for each end curve as the "key points". The one point on the curve could be the furthest point from both end points of the curve.
• Spherical Faces: We collect their center points and their centroid of the sphere surfaces as the "key points".
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• Toroidal Faces: We collect the center points of both two end ellipses and the centroid for each toroidal surface as the key points. Face_loop_edge Method--Checking the Symmetric Possibility of Two Faces. This method is used to decide if two faces can be symmetric potentially. The principles are as follows:
• Faces must have the same face type (planar, cylindrical, etc.);
• Faces must have the same number of loops;
• Corresponding loops must agree in types (external, internal and end);
• Corresponding loops must have the same number of edges in sequence;
• Corresponding edges must agree in type in sequence (straight, elliptical, etc.);
• Corresponding edges must have the same length in sequence;
• Corresponding vertices must have the same number of edges;
• Face types around each vertex must be consistent;
• Radii of circles, cylinders, cones, spheres and tori must correspond;
• Base radius ratio of cylinders and cones must correspond;
• Sine angle and cosine angle of cylinders and cones must correspond;
• Cylinders, cones, spheres and tori must have the same convexity or concavity;
A loop is a continuous set of edges marking a boundary of a face and is defined as internal or external. For planar faces, there is always an external loop and intersecting features resulting from internal loops. For cones and cylinders, there are end loops (two circular loops bounding the ends) and possibly internal loops belonging to intersecting features. If two faces pass all the above tests, they become a candidate symmetric face pair. If any one of the above tests fails, we stop checking the others, and mark the face pair as asymmetric.
Detection Algorithm--Finding and Expanding Symmetric Face Pairs. The input of the partial approximate symmetry detection algorithm is a 3D B -rep model and output is a list of partial symmetry face sets. There are two stages in this algorithm. The first stage checks the symmetry of every face pair in the model using the face_loop_edge method. In the second stage, for each symmetric face pair, we expand the symmetry to adjacent symmetric faces and return a set of symmetry faces.
In detail, the first stage of the algorithm gets a list of all faces in the model, and finds all symmetrically related face pairs. For each symmetric face pair, it then calls the second stage to expand the symmetry to adjacent symmetric face pairs. To determine the symmetry of a pair of faces, stage one calls the face_loop_edge method first as a quick check to reject impossible matches. If it returns true, the first stage then calls the Freg method, which calculates the approximate symmetry of the pair of faces. If Freg method finds no initial symmetry, this pair of faces is ignored. In the second stage, the aim is to find all neighboring symmetric face pairs of the given symmetric face pair, then their symmetric neighbors in turn, and so on. The initial pair of faces forms the first faces in each of the two lists. As extra faces are added to the symmetry, further symmetric face pairs are added, one face to each list. There are two conditions for adjacent symmetric face pair. Firstly, each face in the pair must be adjacent to existing symmetric face respectively. Secondly, the two faces must be symmetric. For a face to be adjacent to a face list, it must have at lest one common edge with some face in the list. As the lists are update, we call Freg to determine the symmetry of the existed list. If the result is asymmetric, the last pair of faces added is discarded. We repeat the above steps until no more adjacent symmetric face pairs exist for the faces in each list. Finally we return the two lists together as the found symmetry face set. The complexity of the algorithm is at worst O(n 3.5 log 4 n) assuming that each face has no more than one certain constant number of neighbors. 
Experiments
Test Cases. A number of examples were given here to demonstrate all aspects of the partial symmetry detection algorithm. Cases 1 to 4 ( Fig. 1(a), (b) , (c), (d)) are sample asymmetric models generated using ACIS. Cases 5 and 6 ( Fig. 1(e) and (f)) are practical parts. The original models contained: planes, cylinders, cones, spheres and tori; the number of model faces is less than 70 in every case.
Symmetries Detected and Discussion. The implementation of the algorithm was running on a 450 Mhz Pentium III machine with 128Mb of RAM, under the GNU/Linux operating system. Timings were obtained using several runs with each model and the results were averaged. The algorithm was tested using a variety of cases, including the above test cases and others (shown in Fig. 3 ). The running times were measured and are summarized in Table 1 . A log-log analysis was then performed to find the best power law fit to the data, resulting in an empirical performance for the algorithm of time O(n 1.3 ). A plot of this power law is shown in Fig. 2 . Table 1 shows the results of sample models coming from the experiments. Running our algorithm, expected symmetries were found from the case models and are shown in Table 1 . Although satisfactory results have been obtained from the test cases, this algorithm is still limited to certain cases. Firstly, it is designed to work on models based only on planes, cylinders, cones, spheres and tori. There is more work needed for models including free form surfaces. Secondly, due to memory problems in the current implementation, the algorithm can only work on models which have less than 70 faces. However, this is about the same as the highest complexity of object constructed by current reverse engineering methods. Thirdly, for more than two adjacent face groups, each face group pair of the groups is symmetric, this algorithm should be extended to detect whether these face groups are symmetric or find out the largest symmetric face groups.
Conclusions
Partial approximate symmetry detection is useful for beautifications in reverse engineering, knowledge based reuse, creative design and design for mass customization. A 3D partial approximate symmetry detection method has been developed which can read a B-rep model and output the partial approximate symmetries. 
